
 
 

Reawaken Self-Love & Live Out Loud w/ Dr. Sweta 

Dear Awakening Woman,  
 
I believe so many of us are waking up to a new way of being and creating in our 
world. 
 
I honor you for following this call. A way of living that is not based on motivation 
through fear, not enoughness and scarcity.  
 
If what you want is to create from the intention of more love, acceptance, 
expression and trusting of self, you need to find a new way of pursing your 
desires and goals.  
 
Structures help us to reach our goals and create experiences in our life. But so 
many of the structures that we have been taught are based on patriarchal 
standards of push, force and punish.  
 
If you want to do it a different way, one that is filled with beauty, love and self-
trust; I invite you to implement a structure that I have created for you.  

 



 

 

It is call the H.O.L.I. Bridge to creating success that looks and feels good. 

There are 4 pillars and the over-arching philosophy of the Self-Sourced Path 
to Success Pathway that I use for my clients and myself.  

Here they are: 

H: Help Helps and Happiness is an Accomplishment 

O: Open to New Experiences and ways of being supported 

L:  Let in More Love 

I:  Ignite Inner Wisdom and take Inspired Action 

These 4 pillars will help you create the life experiences you want without the 
hustle. 

This handout accompanies the audio or video teaching where I share how to 
implement these pillars in a practical way into any area of life. 

I hope this new way of approaching your life assists you in creating success that 
not only looks good, but also feels good. 

Much Success & Happiness to You, 

Dr. Sweta 

p.s If you would like to go deeper and learn how to implement these 
pillars in your life, sign up for a clarity call at www.drswetacoach.com  

 
 

 
 
 

Sweta Chawla PharmD, MS is a Speaker, Author and a Wholistic Success Coach for 
hard-working professional women and people of color who want more meaning and 
expression in their work and life without the hustle. She is known as a “copy writer for 
the soul” and has a gift for getting to the heart of the matter. She held a very 
accomplished decade long career as a professor of pharmacy, when the premature 
birth of her son and an unexpected disappointment in her golden handcuff job, lead 
her to make several life and career pivots. Since 2013 she has guided professionals and 
budding creatives & entrepreneurs to recognize what holds them back from playing 
full-out in work & life. She supports her clients to liberate themselves and helps 
illuminate how to bridge from stressful to ReSourced success. Dr. Sweta is author of 
the book I Still Haven’t Found What I’m Looking For…Now What? and contributor to 
the award-winning Anthology She’s Got This: Essays on Standing Strong and Moving 
On. She has published articles and essays in several journals, magazines and has 
spoken on many stages and panels, including the White House. 
Essays on Standing Strong and Moving On. She has published articles and essays in 
several journals, magazines and has spoken on many stages and panels, including the 
White House. 
	

	


